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Fast simulation model at ATLAS 
experiment

Forward calorimeter simulation

Calorimeter simulation approach
- Parametrisation (high energy particles)  

parametrisation of longitudial and transverse shower 
profile 

- Frozen Showers library (low energy particles) 
substituting with pre-simulated shower, stored in library 

- One spot model  
substituting by single energy deposit 
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Same is with the library generation, we will describe all the methods that were tried and were found552

ineffective, as well as some future proposals, that were not yet tried.553

2.2.1 The rejected strategies554

One of the first tuning ideas that was tried, was the separation of the ”active” showers from the ”passive”555

ones. The ”active” shower is the shower with the starting point in the sensitive detector area, and the556

”passive” shower is the one that starts in the dead material. For the high energy showers there is no557

much difference between the two, but for the low energy showers (E < 5 MeV) the difference in energy558

response is significant, with most of the passive showers having zero deposited energy. The tuning then559

consisted of mixing the active and passive showers in needed proportion to reach the needed energy560

scale. The method didn’t work, as it turned out that the overall effect on the energy scale was very little,561

and the libraries that consisted even entirely of active showers gave only ⇠ 2% increase to the energy562

response, which was not enough.563

For the energy resolution, the first method that was tried was the simple gaussian smearing of the564

library. The energy response of every shower was smeared in order to worsen the overall energy reso-565

lution. Because of the statistical nature of the libraries use, the effect of the smearing was minimal, and566

required a really enormous smearing about 300% to reach the needed energy resolution, which totally567

destroyed all the shower-shape variables.568

2.2.2 The current strategy569

For the currently-used libraries, two types of tuning methods are used. The one is for the energy scale,570

and it is the simplest one: we scale the energy response of the library, separately for every h-bin. The571

energy scaling of the library propagates to the energy scale of the reconstructed particles roughly at 100%,572

still it requires several iterations of successive approximations to reach an agreement within 0.5�1%.573

The energy resolution tuning is more tricky. The energy resolution for the calorimeters consists of574

three components:575
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In case of FCAL, the 1/E term is negligible, and the 1/
p

E term is simulated very well with the FS576

libraries. The constant term derives from the non-uniformities of the detector, and is very high for the577

FCAL. In theory, the simulation of the constant term should be handled with the proper library structure,578

which should represent all the non-uniformities of the detector. But FCAL has a geometry that is very579

hard to describe, with rods and gaps and very little and irregular amount of sensitive material. The result580

is that frozen showers simulate this term badly, and the only way to tune it that we found to be working,581

is to tune the very structure of the libraries.582

The tuning we apply is the enlarging of the bin that corresponds to the LAr gap. The showers that583

are inside the gap are very different from all other showers, so changing the relative amount of them584

during the simulation will introduce the additional constant term to the energy resolution, which will585

make the results of the frozen showers simulation closer to Geant4. This tuning should also be done586

for every h bin separately, and is complicated by the fact that h bins are not independent. There is a587

substantial migration on the borders of the bins, so the propagation of the tuning to the resolution of the588

reconstructed energy is not as straightforward as with the scale, and it requires lots of iterations, until the589

agreement with Geant4 is within at least 2�5%.590

From the technical part, for both types of tuning the LArG4ShowerLibFunctions.py script can be591

used. It provides the methods to read the libraries as python objects and to save them back to the ROOT592

files, but all the manipulations with the libraries should be done manually.593
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The constant term derives from the 
non-uniformities of the detector, and is 
very high for the FCAL. It is hard to 
describe because of little and irregular 
amount of sensitive material

Frozen shower library structure
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The ATLAS detector has dedicated 
calorimeters for electromagnetic interactions 
with almost 4π acceptance. 
Forward calorimeters cover 
the pseudorapidity region from 3.0 up to 4.9. 
They consist of a metal matrix with regularly 
spaced longitudinal channels filled with 
concentric rods and tubes. Liquid argon is 
used as active material and copper or 
tungsten as absorber.

ATLAS simulation is done 
using Geant4.  
For a typical ATLAS event 
most of CPU time is spend 
on calorimeters, mainly on 
endcap and forward 

Electrons with energy less than cut-off (1 GeV) are replaced by 
shower from pre-simulated library. The library is organised in 
pseudorapidity bins. To take into account the non-uniformity of 
forward calorimeter, space bins have been introduced. It uses 
the distance between a hit and the closest rod center. 
The energy remains unbinned. If a shower with this energy is not 
present in a bin, the shower with the closest energy is taken and 
scaled to the needed energy.

Library generation
1) Generation of entry points from physics samples (e.g. ttbar). 
2) Generation of showers from starting points using Geant4  
3)   Compression of library 

Library compression
- Clustering: Merging space deposits with distance smaller 
than cutoff distance Rmin 
- Truncation: Deletion of showers with total energy deposit 
fraction less than cutoff fraction f 
- Rescaling: Rescaling of the remaining deposits such that 
the 
second momentum of the original shower is preserved

Typical library size ~ 1 MB, 50 000 events

Electrons in sensitive material tend to have larger response, than 
electrons in dead material, so right binning is essential part of frozen 
showers. At first library generations bin positions have been 
corresponding to LAr gap.  
However if shown that this naive approach is not working in this case, 
since LAr gap is wider, since responses for particles, born inside LAr 
gap and near it are undistinguishable. It was proposed to use machine 
learning tools to find right binning for library 

First classifier: 

- Sum of energy deposits 
energy divided by 
generated energy of 
particle (noted as SumE/E 
on plots) 

- Energy of biggest energy 
deposit divided by 
generated energy of 
particle 

- RMS of energy deposits 

Second classifier: 

- Track energy 
- Distance to closest rod 

centre

Tuning the library
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Frozen showers provide good description of shower shape and
resolution sampling terms. However they struggle to describe
resolution constant term “out-of-the-box”. Extensive tuning is
required to improve this. The tuning parameters for FCAL are the
gap-bin width and overall energy response scaling factor. The tuning
is performed in bins of η.
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Fig. 1 the ATLAS detector

Fig. 2

Fig. 4 Calorimeters

Fig. 5 FCAL scheme

Fig. 6 Electron resolution for full simulation, tuned and untuned frozen showers

Fig. 7 FCAL binning scheme

Fig. 8 x vs y distribution histogram with biggest energy deposit 
weights

Fig. 9 Output of first classifier.

Fig. 10 output of second classifier and new bins positions.

For finding right bin position 
set of 2 classifiers is used. 
First one is classifying 
showers on two categories, 
second one is finding 
separating hyperplane, using 
as an input results of first 
classifier 

Dots in cyan on fig. 9 and 10 
are corresponding to showers 
classified as showers, that 
have been born in a sensitive 
material, and red dots for 
showers that are classified 
they have been born in a 
dead material

Fig. 14 Summed energy of hits histogram for closest to LAr gap bins for toy MC electrons with energy less than 1 GeV generated from frozen 
showers library with a)old distance binning b) new distance binning compared to full simulation results.

a)

Fig. 13 Summed energy of hits distribution for different distances for showers from electrons with energy less than 1 GeV generated in 
a) full simulation b) toy MC from frozen shower library with new distance binning

a)
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Detectors used FCAL1, FCAL2, FCAL3
IsApplicable for photons, electrons, neutrons
Energy range Eg < 10 MeV, E

e

< 1000 MeV, T

n

< 100 MeV
Containment requirement DE

shower

> 98%
Generation clustering cutoff (DR

cluster

)2 < 25 mm
Generation truncation cutoff R

2
hit

< 50000 mm, DE

shower

< 1%

Table 1: Main parameters used for the frozen shower libraries in FCAL

These methods constitute the production part of the Frozen Showers, i.e. the part that is used during83

the production run. The library generation part mostly consists of a custom code, but still uses one84

callback from the Geant4, which is represented by the G4UserSteppingAction class, and is customized85

into the FADS::UserAction class within the ATLAS software. The callback allows to execute the user86

code on every step during the Geant4 simulation.87

1.2 The workflow of Frozen Showers during the library generation88

The generation of the libraries is a preparatory process for the Frozen Showers. As it was previously89

mentioned, the libraries are the collections of the pre-simulated showers, and because the shape and the90

energy response of the showers may differ depending on the simulation conditions and the geometry of91

the detector, they may need to be re-generated for every simulation campaign. Apart from the changes in92

the detector description, there are also improvements in the FS software implementation. The currently93

used method of library generation was first used for the production during the MC11b campaign, and it94

has an unofficial name of a ”two-staged library generation”.95

The first stage of the FS creation method is a generation of so-called ”starting points” (Fig. 1).96

From the technical point of view, this process is very close to the normal production run of the Frozen97

Showers, using real physics samples (e.g. tt̄ events), with one exception: when we encounter the low-98

energy particle eligible for parameterization, then instead of parameterizing it we save its kinematic99

properties, in order to generate a shower based on them later. This set of kinematic properties (including100

coordinates, momentum, energy and type) is what is called a ”starting point”. The resulting multitude101

of starting points will accurately represent the relative amounts of showers with different kinematic102

properties that are needed for a parameterization of an average MC production run. In practice, starting103

points are stored in text files using HepMC mini-events, with one particle for each event.104

The second stage is the actual generation of the showers based on these starting points and storing105

them into libraries. Before storing the shower to the library, some post-processing is applied in order106

to reduce the shower’s size. First, the adjacent hits are merged together, because the reconstruction107

algorithms won’t distinguish the hits within one calorimeter cell anyway (this is called ”hit merging” or108

”clustering”), and second, the ”rogue” hits, which somehow ended up being too far from the starting point109

are ignored, because they will be outside the EM-cluster during the reconstruction, and won’t contribute110

to the reconstructed electron (this is called ”shower truncation”).111

The hit merging step can be described by the following algorithm:112

• find a pair of hits with the minimal spacial separation DRmin;113

• if DRmin < DRcluster, merge the two hits together with the center determined as an energy weigted114

mean and the energy given by the sum of the two energies;115

• repeat the hit merging step until DRmin > DRcluster.116
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Fig. 3 Main parameters of Frozen Showers
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